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WAVE PROPAGATION IN RODS OF VOIGT MATERIAL AND VISCO-ELASTIC
MATERIALS WITH THREE-PARAMETER MODELS*

BY

J. A. MORRISON
Brown University

Abstract. The problem of an impulsively applied and subsequently maintained
constant velocity at the end of a semi-infinite rod of Voigt material is considered and
integral expressions are obtained for the velocity and stress distributions in the rod.
Apart from a constant factor the stress distribution arising from an impulsively applied
constant stress at the end of the rod is the same as the velocity solution above. The
same problem is considered also for materials with three-parameter models. The stress
distributions for both the case of constant applied stress and constant applied velocity
are represented graphically for the materials considered, dimensionless co-ordinates
being used.

1. Fundamental considerations and the Voigt model. Lee and Kanter1 considered
the problem of an impulsively applied constant velocity on the end of a rod of Maxwell
material and analytically determined the subsequent stress distribution in the rod.
Glauz and Lee2 treated the same problem for a four-parameter model visco-elastic
material and determined the stress and velocity distributions by the method of charac-
teristics. In order to complete the picture we consider here the other two-parameter
model, which corresponds to the Voigt material, and also the three-parameter models.

The Voigt model is shown in Fig. 1 and is composed of a spring and a dashpot in

Fig. 1. Model for Voigt material.

parallel and so the Voigt material presents a retarded elastic response to stress. The
stress strain relation is

<r = #£ + -*., (1)
M

where a is the stress, e the strain, the suffix denotes differentiation with respect to time
and E and n are elastic and viscous constants, respectively, for the material.

Let us consider a creep test, together with unloading, in which a constant stress <x0
is suddenly applied at time t = 0 and suddenly removed at t = t0 so that <j' = <r0{H{t) —
H(t — t0)} where Hit) is Heavisides' step function,

(l, t > 0
m =

[0, t < 0.
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From Eq. (1) it is found by integration that e = (£) — \p(t — t0)H{t — t0)}, where
ip(t) = (<t0/E)( 1 — e~E*'). For convenience we introduce dimensionless variables r = Epl,
2' = <r'/oo and S = (Et)/<r0 . Then,

2' = jH(r) - H(t -To)},
(2)

S = \<p(t)H(t) — <p(t — t„)H(t — r0)},
where

<p{t) = (1 — e'T). (3)

The creep test is represented in Fig. 2 where t0 = Ent0 has been given the value 2.

Fig. 2.

We now turn our attention to the problem at hand. We are concerned with the propa-
gation of longitudinal waves in a semi-infinite rod, x > 0, which is initially unstrained
and at rest. Let u{x, t) denote the displacement of the section x of the rod so that its
position at time t is given by (x + u). Then, if p is the density of the unstrained material,

pUti = —<rx , (4)

t = — ux , (5)

where suffixes denote partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding variable.
Here a and e are the nominal compressive stress and nominal compressive strain, respec-
tively and it is supposed that the stress strain relation of Eq. (1) applies to these nominal
values.

Eliminating a and e from Eqs. (1), (4) and (5) we obtain

pu,, = Euxx + - uxxl , (6)

from which it is readily verified that the stress a and the particle velocity v = u, both
satisfy the partial differential equation

Pfu = Efxx + - fxx, . (7)

It follows that the stress distribution a'(x, t) in the case in which a constant stress a0
is suddenly applied at the end of the rod and then maintained is of the same form as
the velocity distribution v(x, t) for the case of a suddenly applied and subsequently
maintained velocity v0 at the end of the rod. In fact,

V(X, t) = ar'(x, t) _
V„ O0

If we introduce the dimensionless variables £ = {pE)l/1p.x, V = v(x, t)/va and, as before,
t = Ent, 2' = a'(x, t)/aa , Eq. (8) becomes

Z'(t, r) = V(*, r). (9)
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We therefore confine our attention to the problem in which the end of the rod (which
is initially unstrained and at rest) is suddenly given a velocity v0 which is subsequently
maintained and determine the stress and velocity solutions, <j(x, t) and v(x, t). We
introduce the dimensionless stress 2(£, r) = v(x, t)/(pE)l/2v0 . We will then have deter-
mined the stress solutions 2(£, r) and 2'(£, t) both for the case of constant applied
velocity and constant applied stress.

The determination of the solutions, for the Voigt material, is carried out in Appendix
A by the method of Laplace transforms. Zverev3 adopted the same method but carried
out the inversion of the Laplace transform in a different manner and obtained an infinite
integral expression for the velocity distribution. The present author gave a similar
expression for the stress distribution4 but the method adopted in this paper is readily
extended to the case of the three-parameter model with two viscous elements and in
addition the finite integral expressions obtained are readily computed for the moderate
values of r in which we are interested.

The stress solutions 2(£, t) and 2'(£, r) as given by Eqs. (A.18) and (A.14), respec-
tively, are depicted graphically in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In Fig. 3(a), 2 is plotted against

Fio. 3(a). Voigt model.

£ for different values of r so that the distribution of stress in the rod at various times,
arising from an impulsively applied and subsequently maintained constant velocity
at the end of the rod, is illustrated. From Eq. (A. 19) it is seen that the stress at the end
of the rod, which is very large immediately after impact, decreases rapidly at first and
subsequently continues to decrease, but with diminishing rapidity, ultimately approach-
ing the value unity. The stress at a position of the rod very close to the end rises extremely

3I. N. Zverev, Prik. Mat. Mek. 15, 295-302 (1950), (Russian). (Brown University translation
A11-T12/16).

4J. A. Morrison, Wave propagation in a rod of Voigt material, Tech. Rept. PA-5/17, Div. Appl. Math.,
Brown University, Providence, R. I. (1953).
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rapidly shortly after impact to a large value and then commences to decrease. The
occurrence of large stresses near the end of the rod is due to the response of the viscous
element to an attempted sudden change in strain. Such a change in strain would cor-
respond to an infinite strain rate and so demand an infinite stress to produce it.

However, as the time increases the viscous behavior tends to die out and the rod
tends to behave as in the case of a completely elastic material. At each position in the
rod the stress ultimately approaches the value unity. It is noticed that there is a con-
siderable spread in the stress distribution, as opposed to the sharp wave-front occurring
in the case of an elastic material, and that the effect of the disturbance is propagated
instantaneously (in a decaying manner) to all positions in the rod.

4 £ 5 6

Fig. 3(b). Voigt model.

In Fig. 3(b), 2' is plotted against £ for different values of r so that the distribution of
stress in the rod at various times, arising from an impulsively applied and subsequently
maintained constant stress at the end of the rod, is illustrated. At each position in the
rod 2' ultimately approaches the value unity but it is again interesting to note the
considerable spread in the stress distribution.

2. The three-parameter model with one elastic and two viscous elements. There are
four true three-parameter models, all the others reducing effectively to models with
fewer parameters. We first consider the two models shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) which

'V

Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b).
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have two dashpots and one spring. For the model of Fig. 4(a) we have

Et' + ^€[ = <r = i(«, - eO- (10)

Hence, eliminating t,

Et, H—4 = Ena + (l + • (11)
M \ M /

In a similar manner we obtain the stress strain relation for the model of Fig. 4(b),

^ = 6,(l + ^7) + • (12)

If we set (E/E*)1/2 = hVm = = (1 + m/m') , then Eqs. (11) and (12) become
identical. Consequently we confine our attention to the model of Fig. 4(a). If we set
a = oaH(t) in Eq. (11) and integrate we find that

e = f [E/it + (1 - e~E" ')]H(t), (13)

so that the creep test with unloading is given by Eq. (2) with

*(t) = {r + (l -e-'/x)}, (14)

where X = n/n'. This is depicted graphically in Fig. 5 for the particular case X = 1.

It is noted that after the removal of the applied stress the strain approaches an asymp-
totic value given by e = r0 (= 2) and this residual strain is due to the viscous flow in
the dashpot with viscous constant n which is in series with the retarded elastic or Voigt
element. The strain of the delayed elastic portion is asymptotically recovered, as is
seen from Fig. 2.

Eliminating a and « from Eqs. (4), (5) and (11) and setting v = u, ,

pE^v, + p(l + = Evxz H—/ vxxt , (15)\ M / M

and it is readily verified that a satisfies the same equation. Hence Eq. (9) again holds
and the stress distributions 2(£, t) and 2'(£, t) arising when the end of a rod, initially
unstrained and at rest, of a material corresponding to the three-parameter model of
Fig. 4(a) is impulsively subjected to constant applied velocity and constant applied
stress, respectively, are determined in Appendix B, Eqs. (B.8) and (B.14).
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2 and 2' are plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively, against £ for different values
of t in the particular case X = 1, so that the two viscous constants in the model are equal.
Thus in Fig. 6(a) the stress distribution in the rod at various times, arising from an
impulsively applied and subsequently maintained constant velocity at the end of the
rod, is illustrated. The stress at the end of the rod is very large immediately after impact
due to the combined "rigid" responses of the viscous element and delayed elastic element,
in series, which comprise the model of Fig. 4(a). Nevertheless it decreases very rapidly
and has a value less than unity at time r = 1. The stress at the end of the rod continues

Fig. 6(a). Three parameter (1 elastic, 2 viscous).

2 3 4 ^5 6 7

Fig. 6(b). Three parameter (1 elastic, 2 viscous).
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to decrease as r increases and at each position in the rod the stress ultimately vanishes.
In Fig. 6(b) the stress distribution in the rod at various times, arising from an im-

pulsively applied and subsequently maintained constant stress at the end of the rod, is
illustrated. At each position in the rod 2' ultimately approaches the value unity.

3. The three-parameter model with one viscous and two elastic elements. We now
consider the remaining two true three-parameter models which are shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), these having two springs and one dashpot.

ICT-ff1) E UT-fft E*
■WWW"

i'm
Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b).

For the model of Fig. 7(a),
"t i /
E7 + M<7 '

(16)

Hence, eliminating a',

E'p + v-o — c,^l + j^J + Ene. (17)

In a similar manner we obtain the stress strain relation for the model of Fig. 7(b),

E*e + ~= ff^l + ' (18)

If we let E*/E = E*'/E' = (n/n*)w2 = 1 + (E/E')t then Eqs. (17) and (18) become
identical so that we confine our attention to the model of Fig. 7(a). If we set a- = <r0H(t)
in Eq. (17) and integrate we find that

aoj _E '-F)e:* [- (FT#)]}3®' <19)E { (E +
so that the creep test with unloading is give by Eq. (2) with

^(t) = i1 ~ (1 + k) eXP [(1 + t)]}' (20)

where k = E/E'. This is depicted graphically in Fig. 8 for the particular case k = 1.

£
I

2 3

Fig. 8.
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For this model there is an instantaneous elastic strain of magnitude a0/ (E + E') = <r0/E*'
when the stress is applied and the strain instantaneously falls by this same amount
when the applied stress is removed, and asymptotically tends to zero. (This behavior
is perhaps more apparent from Fig. 7(b), in which there is a spring of elastic constant
E*' in series with a retarded elastic element.)

Eliminating u and e from Eqs. (4), (5) and (17),

pu,
E' + pnu-tt — uxtl(l + j^j + Efxuxl , (21)

and it may be verified that a and v satisfy the same equation. The stress distributions
2(£, t) and 2'(£, r) for the problems previously considered for the other materials are
determined for this material in Appendix C> Eqs. (C.20) and (C.19), respectively. From
the prescribed condition on the end of the rod 2'(0, r) = 1 and a simpler expression for
2(0, r) is given in Eq. (C.25), so that these provide a check on the accuracy of the
computation of 2'(£, t) and 2(£, r) from Eqs. (C.19) and (C.20).

2 and 2' are plotted in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively, against £ for different values

2 3 4 £ 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 9(a). Three parameter (2 elastic, 1 viscous).

of r in the particular case k = 1, so that the two elastic constants in the model are equal.
Thus in Fig. 9(a) the stress distribution in the rod at various times, arising from an
impulsively applied and subsequently maintained constant velocity at the end of the
rod, is illustrated. A wave of stress discontinuity is propagated along the rod with con-
stant velocity (2E/p)1/2 (or in the general case [(1 + k)E/kp]1/2 = [(E + E')/p]i/2),
relative to the unstrained rod. Hence at time r the portion of the rod for which J > (2)1/2r
(or J > (k + l)1/2r/fc1/2, in the general case) is unstressed. The magnitude of the stress
discontinuity at J = (2)l/2r, (or £ = (k + l)1/2r/A:1/2), is (2)1/2 exp ( —r/4), (or [(k +
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l)/k]1/2 exp [ — r/2k{k + 1)]), so that it decreases exponentially as the wavefront ad-
vances along the rod. In the case considered, the stress at the end of the rod jumps to
the value (2)1/2 immediately after impact and then monotonically decreases, ultimately
approaching the value unity. The stress at each position in the rod also ultimately
approaches the value unity.

O I 2 3 *£5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 9(b). Three parameter (2 plastic, 1 viscous).

In Fig. 9(b) the stress distribution in the rod at various times, due to an impulsively
applied and subsequently maintained constant stress at the end of the rod, is illustrated.
Here again a wave of stress discontinuity is propagated along the rod, the constant
velocity of propagation being the same as before. In this case the magnitude of the stress
discontinuity at £ = (2)I/2r, (or at £ = (fc + l)1/2r/fc1/2 in the general case), is exp ( — t/4),
(or exp [—r/2k(k + 1]), so that again it decreases exponentially as the wavefront ad-
vances along the rod. The stress at each position in the rod ultimately approaches
the value unity.

4. Concluding remarks. We have been concerned with the stress distributions in
rods, of Voigt material and of visco-elastic materials with three-parameter models,
impulsively subjected to constant applied velocity or constant applied stress at the end
of the rod. We have seen that there are two basic types of true three-parameter models,
namely those with one spring and two dashpots and those with one dashpot and two
springs. In a subsequent paper it is intended to compare the stress distributions Z(f, r)
and 2'(£, r) for seven different visco-elastic materials; elastic, viscous, Maxwell, Voigt,
the two basic three-parameter models considered here and also the four-parameter
model considered by Glauz and Lee2. With this in mind we chose the model of Fig. 4(a),
in preference to that of Fig. 4(b), since the ultimate behavior may then be compared
with that of a dashpot with viscous constant jt. Similarly we chose the model of Fig.
7(a) since its ultimate behavior may be compared with that of the Voigt model considered
in Sec. 1.
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Appendix A. From Eq. (7) it is found that 7(f, r) satisfies the equation

yrr = 7££ + v((T. (A.i)

Also, from Eq. (4),

Vr = —2j . (A.2)

In addition there are the boundary conditions,

7(oo, T) = 0 = 2(®, r),

(A .3)
7(0, r) = 1.

Applying the Laplace transform,

L{m,r)} = f'e-m, r)dr, (A.4)
Jo

to Eqs. (A.1-A.3) and remembering that the rod is initially unstressed, unstrained and
at rest, we obtain

q2L{V\ = (1 + ?)[L{7}]££ = (1 + q)L{VH} (A.5)

qL{V] = -[L{2}]£ = -L{2£} (A.6)
and

L{7(=°, r)} = 0 = L{Z(», r)},

L{ 7(0, r)} = i
(A.7)

Solving the ordinary differential Equation (A.5) for L {7(£, t) } and applying the boundary
conditions (A.7), we obtain

L\7(£, r)} = i exp [(1 +%*]■ (A-8)

From Eq. (A.6) and the boundary condition in (A.7),

L {n, r)} = (1 +f'2 exp [(1 ~^)1/2]. (A.9)

In carrying out the inversions of L{7} and L{2} we make use of the following
general result for Laplace transforms which is valid under certain conditions.5

If

F(q) = L{/(t)} and exp [~vHq)] = L{<p(T, r,)}

6H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger, Operational methods in applied mathematics, Oxford University Press,
London, 1947, p. 259.
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then

9(Q)1 F[ft(g)]-L</ *(r, v)f(v) dv>. (A.10)

Now6,

and

so that

exp {-Z(q)"2] = L|exp(^T)C2/4-7, (A.11)

_J_ exp (_ l) _ Jcos [2(777")1/2 ]
(q)l/2eXP\ q) LI M"2 .

1 T fj oW Jcos [2(^)1/2(r - n)'/2] s\ 1<n
(?)1/2 eXP L VV + q )} ~ \ (tt)i/2(t - t,)i/2 6 (T "T (A'12)

Hence, from the result of (A. 10), for q > 1,

1 rLr[-fa - 1)1 _ r/l r COS [2(t?)1/2(t - „)1/2] / _ £\ \
(3 - 1) P L (?)1/2 J V Jo (v)1/2(r - t,)1/2 GXP l2,J 4V) dvJ- (A"13)

Applying the shift theorem we obtain from Eq. (A.8),

X tt/*. ^ C"' f COS [2(„),/2(t - v)W2] (n n ,
s ((, r) = 7^, r) = - jo {v)1/2{t _ ^ exp ^217 - -J d„. (A.14)

Further,

exp (- 2) = l|s(t) - (^),/J1[2(^),/2]}, (A. 15)

where 5(t) is the delta function. Thus,

exp [-„(? + \ - 2) = L{e2'[s(r - ,) - (r J1{2(v)u\r - „)1/2}

• #(t — 17)

From Eqs. (A. 10) and (A. 11) it then follows that, for q > 1,

exp

(A.16)

(q)]1/2 f -{(g - 1) = L/exp (2r - f/4r)
(9 - 1) ^ L (?)1/2 J ~ "1 (it)"2

r ■/1 [2(77)i/2(x - r,)1/2] / _ n , \ ,A 17,
i„ «1/2(r - „)1/2 eXP I2'' 4 J dT (A"17)

6R. V. Churchill, Modern operational mathematics in engineering, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, 1944, p. 299.
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Applying the shift theorem we obtain from Eq. (A.9),

■yft ^ - eT /exp ( f2/4r)
^' T) ~ W1/2 I (r)1/2

r ^i[2(i?)i/2(t - vy/2\ r ?-\ \
Jo (r - v)1/2 p L~ (r ~ ~ 4^J dT (A-18)

Also, since

we find that

and

rfwn ,,, (1 + 7)1/2 (<7+ 1)V2
L{2(0,r)} - __[(?+i)_i]

2(0, r) = + erf [(r)I/2]}, (A.19)

, {2(0, T)} — q/ \ 1/2/ \3/2dT 1 v"' 2(tt)1/2(t)3

Appendix B. Equation (15) in dimensionless form becomes

VT + (1 + X)V,T = + XV{{,. • (B.l)

Equations (A.2) and (A.3) still hold and applying the Laplace transform we obtain

9[1 + (1 + X)<7]L{F} = (1 + Xg)L{F££}, (B.2)

together with Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7). Solving Eq. (B.2) for L{F(£, r)} and applying the
boundary conditions of (A.7),

+ a + (B-3,

From Eq. (A.6) and the boundary condition in (A.7),

ji-yft ni (1 + Xg)1/2  /_ £g[l + (1 + X)<?]1/2\
L{Z(f, t)} - (9)i/2[1 + (1 + x)g]1/2 P I (1 + X5)1/2 J" ( }

The inversion of L{ Z(£, r)} will be carried out in a manner similar to that of Appen-
dix A.

exp

where

[-'{* + X2(l + X)q ~ X^+%}] = L^(T' ")}

*(r, v) = {exp [§r^X)][«(r ~

(»)'/2 , /2(^)'/2(r - q)1/2\ _ 11
X(1 + X)1/2(r - 7,)I/2 Jl\ X(1+X)I/2 jH{r v*]y ^ }
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Hence, using the shift theorem,

<*P {- y+Wl + $'} - L">' • <B-«

But,

i r t(i + x)i/2(?)i/2i rf i r (i + x)fiihp exp L or-—J" nw5 exp L" (B-7)
Hence, from the result of (A. 10), we obtain

2<f'T)" (x)"'(i + xjw"1 exp [hTTm]{x(I($"•'exp [-

(b.8)

We now carry out the inversion of L{F(£, t)}.

i exp [-„{? + x,(1 l x)q ~ = L{x(r, ,)},

r,(2 + x)i [OT-rL, , rRq.Lx(l + X)J °L X(1 + x)I/2 J ( v( 9)

where

x(r, rj) = exp

Hence, using the shift theorem,

X /— i?Xg[l -f- (1 -f- A)<?]\ _ T i -r/x / ->i /T» ia\
(1 + \q) eXP I (1 + X)(l + \q) J { x(T' ' ( 0)

From (B.6) and (B.10) we find that

X2[l + (1 + \)q] /— i?Xg[l + (1 + X)g]\ T , -rAf.,, , x\ ./■ \(TTX^ eXP\ (1 + X)(l + \q) J~Lle X)t^(r,

— x(t, rj)]}. (B.ll)

But,

\exp ["£<1 tx)» <J) ] ° 1{erfc [%" ]}' (B'12)

Hence, from (B.ll) and (B.12), using the result of (A.10),

2'(f, r) - F«, r) = .-•» £ [«r, ,) - erfc (B.13)
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Thus, finally,

2'(*>T) =exp [xaTx)](erfc ]

j rlr [2(vy/2(T-vy*-\ (i + ww , [2^r\T -
X(1 + X) J0 r°L X(1 + X)1/2 J + (r - v)x'* Jil X(1 + X)1/2 J

r—(2 ■+- x)(r — rj)~] r "I- i/2i j\ m• «*p L—x(i + x) J «t° dv■ <B-14)
Appendix C. Equation (21) for the velocity becomes, in dimensionless form,

VTT + kVr„ = VH + (1 + k)V((r ■ (C.l)

Equations (A.2) and (A.3) again hold and applying the Laplace transform we obtain

?2(1 + kq)UV] = [1 + (1 + k)q]L{ F{J}, (C.2)

together with Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7). Solving Eq. (C.2) for L[V(£, t)} and applying the
boundary conditions of (A.7),

LlVS.^I-iexp^ W + (C.3)I
From Eq. (A.6) and the boundary condition in (A.7),

+ (i + exp /_
?(1 + fc?)1/2 GXP \[1 + (1 + *)g]

T)1 _ [! + (! + *0gT exp / -19(1 + kg)'»

Let

exp [1 + (1 + k)q]

so that A(£, t) is the dimensionless acceleration. Then,

<c-5>

and

Let

Then,

Fft, r) = f Aft, f) df, (C.6)
Jo

2ft, r) = J A(f, t) df. (C.7)

_ (2k +1) _ i ml/2 rrs^
a- 2k(k + 1) ' P 2k(k + 1) ' (1 + k)l/2 '

T (q + a + $1/21 / Ml + kq)l/2 \
6XP L(q + a- /H = GXP j" [1 + (1 + mir2) (C<9)
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Now,

exp £-«(g - a) ^-3-^72] = exp (-cog) exp [-w(a - 20)] exp j^-«j[(g2 - 02)w2

_? + /3]_ K? - 0T2 ~ Q + 01
Also,

{exp [~v(q2 ~ 02)W2] - exp (— »79)}

0V j r0f 2 2sl/2l= L< 2 2^772 I Mr - V2y/2]H(r - rj)
l(r ~ V)

so that

exp [-„!(g2 - 02)U2 - q + 0\] = L<e~"I 8(t)

From (C.12) and (A. 10) it follows that, if F(q) = L{/(r)},

F[(q2 - 02Yn - q + 0] = l{f(0)S(t)

. - r _a„ IMt)u\t + 2v)1/2] n s ,
+ ^io 6 " (t)1/2(t + 2j/)1/2

But,

exp " k(k + 1)2J] = 6(t ~ w)
(«)'/2 r r2(a>)1/2(r-g>)1/2"| , _ ,

(ft)1/2(ft + l)(r - co)1/2 7lL (ft)1/2(ft + 1) _r(T

Thus, since

20(« - 0) = ,,, 1 , \ 2 ,ft(ft + 1)

I r/ 2 «2\ 1/2 . /■»! 2)exp -o,<[(g2 - /J2)"2 - g + 0] 2f3(a ®
[(q2 - 0 ) - q + 0].

= Za exp [oi(2a - 3/3)]5(r) + 0ue~>" TY/^ T o W*
/»[|9(t)1/2(t + 2co)1/2]

(r)1/2(r + 2a;)1

/=o,

+ 2^)1/2]

+ P 1 6~'V (r)I/2(r + 2tj)1/2

(a,)1
(fc)I/2(l + ft)

(C.10)

(C.ll)

(C.12)

(C.13)

(C.14)

r2(co)1/2(„ -co)1/2] d, I
'L W1/2(l + ft) J (U - CO)1'2/- 1 }
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Hence, from (C.10) and (C.15),

exp £-«(g - a) ^ * ^1/2J = Z,jexp [«(« - j8)]5(t - to)

+ ()w exp [-«(« - /3)] IlW ~ ff'1 H(t - «)
(,T — to )

+ 0 exp [-«(« - 0)]ff(T - to) f «-"•(, + to) /,[f {(T+ f
Ja l(T - V) - (v + «) J

r 2(to?7)i/2 n d, \
'L(/fc)i/2(i + fc)J (,)-2/- (C-16)(fc)1/2(l + k) "LWl/a(l + k).

Thus finally, using the shift theorem, from (C.5), (C.8) and (C.9)

A({- t) -exp + S'l" [<* + »-]{' - 5+9"]
+2 wV+ «■'-exp [_ ot+if"MT - (i+97"]

J; /
fcf3 1

(* + 1),

7r> _ _M1_V/2"
l (fc + i)j

2A:(fc + 1)

+ r exD r i ^+^i/a a 2^)i/a i
+ Jo ^ L2(A:)I/.2(fc + 1)3/2J (fc + l)3/2(n)1/2 i(fc + 1)3/2J

7T , w1/2*> T fcfe + n)*y/
iL + (fc + di/2J (fc +1) /

2fc(A + 1)

dy

If we let

/r , (k)u2v i2 fc^+^2\i/2
IL + (k + 1)1/2J (*+!)/ -

2'(f, t) = V(£, T) = < exp 2(k)1/2(k + 1)3/2

and

2(E, t) = exp

(C.17)

m, ,) - A(f, ,) - exp [ X »T + 5f9"](r - 5+9"]' (ai8)
then from (C.6), (C.7) and (C.17),

"i 1
[ ^

+ f B((, f) ̂ }h\r - 1, (C.19)
•MdtW'll/lU+lW') J L (K + 1) J

[2 k(k + 1)]
r[(t + l)>/»rJ/(*)'/> ) r f]A1/2t ~1

+ I B(t, r) dt\«[r - (C.20)
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From (C.17) and (C.18) we obtain

r (4k + 1){ f —I "1
' m3/\k + 1)6/2 exp |_2(fc)1/2(fc + 1)3/2J

lim {^(f, r)f, (C.21)

and

T ( D/> M (4fc + 1)t P
lim r)j — af]A2fi. _j_ exp |^-IHI<,+1)^1/(„.,._, 8(k) (k + l)2 ^ L2k(k + 1)

lim l mlim (C.22)

Also, from (C.19) and (C.20),

lim {ff (J, t)}
m + pg - 4(fc)i/2(fc +1)3/2] I" =± 1 ,c .

8(k)\k + l)2 exp |_2(fc)1/2(fc + 1)3/2J' ^-Z6)

and

r I™L(t ^ m + l)r + 4fc(fc + 1)] jli.
I{.I(t+1)X1/(t),/._] I (*' T)J ~ 8(fc)3/2(fc + 1)5/2 exp [2***: + I)]'

Further,

lim {2'(£, r)} = exp
I £—• t (k + l)1^3rl/(£)l/,_]

From Eq. (C.4),

7 (yen ^^ ^L{2(0, r)} q(l + kq)1/2

[2 k(k +1)]'

l2<{'T)l - "" [awfn)]•
(C.24)

[a +o + J]
(fc)1/2(l + k)1/2 L j. (2fc + 1) I2 1

lq^ 2k(k + 1) J 4k\k -+ 1)'

so that

_ (1
(*)

+ k) f0 6XP [ 2k(k + l)"]/o[2A:(A: + 1)] (C'25)

In particular, 2(0, <») = 1.

+ (1 +


